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ABSTRACT

Currently Pennsylvania State University is only one of two academic institutions in the
United States to have a certified heavy engine emissions test stand co-located with a heavy-duty
vehicle chassis dynamometer. The goals of this thesis build upon this unique capability. First an
engine stand is being built to allow the chassis dynamometer to also function as an engine
dynamometer for heavy duty vehicles. This benefits not only university research, but also assists
industry sponsors interested in testing their engines for performance, fuel economy, particulate
formation, and chemical emissions. Through the use of telemetry, this project deploys the
capability to capture data from a live vehicle on Penn State's test track and simultaneously load
that data on to the engine on the tow-away chassis dynamometer being tested to simulate realistic
driving conditions. This also provides more realistic testing situations, as typical engine
dynamometer fuel economy tests run pre-programmed cycles on the engine to match federally
mandated testing and thus miss effects of congestion, traffic light timing, weather-related driving
changes, etc. Finally, the system was designed to be towed to remote sites, which enables easy
use by student clubs, industry research, or even as demonstrations for classrooms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation
Penn State is one of only two academic institutions in the United States with a certified
large-engine emission test stand co-located with a large capacity chassis dynamometer. The goal
of this thesis is to develop hardware that enables engines to be mounted on a portable chassis
system, thus enabling testing with the current chassis dynamometer.
Specifically, there are several objectives to accomplish the previously mentioned goal.
First, an engine stand is being built to allow the chassis dynamometer to also function as an
engine dynamometer for heavy duty vehicles. This task benefits not only university research, but
also assists industry sponsors interested in testing their engines for performance, fuel economy,
particulate formation, and chemical emissions. Second, through the use of telemetry, this project
deploys the capability to capture data from a live vehicle on Penn State's test track and
simultaneously load that data on to the engine on the tow-away chassis dynamometer being
tested to simulate realistic driving conditions. This also provides more realistic testing situations,
as typical engine dynamometer fuel economy tests run pre-programmed cycles on the engine to
match federally mandated testing and thus miss effects of congestion, traffic light timing,
weather-related driving changes, etc. Lastly, the system is designed to be towed to remote sites,
which enables easy use by student clubs, industry research, or even as demonstrations for
classrooms.
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Along with keeping up with ever-evolving technology, this project will help many
University classes, as students will be able to see the bare bone structure of a truck while it is
running. The resulting engine dynamometer can be used by student projects such as Formula
SAE and the Advanced Vehicle Team as an important hands-on research and educational tool.
Additionally, faculty may also benefit greatly from this project because of its ability to serve as a
test bench for many different elements of powertrain and connected vehicle research.
The following chapters will explain much of the design process related to the mechanical
build of this tow away engine dynamometer for Pennsylvania State University’s chassis
dynamometer facility.

1.2 Research Goals and Approach

In vehicle safety research, recent technological advances have improved vehicle
awareness and connectivity for crash prevention, but vehicle connectivity related to fuel
economy remains a little-studied area of research. And there is little specific research on
development of adaptable engine dynamometers to produce real-time fuel economy data. The
main goal of this project is to create a “mule” platform that will be capable of connecting to the
chassis dynamometer to perform standalone engine testing. A schematic outlining the way all the
components will be connected with each other is shown below.
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Figure 1: Engine Dyno Schematic

The main components in this diagram are the torque sensor, the mapping van, the strain
gage torque sensor, and the DSRC Radios.
With this mule, Penn State will be able to perform standalone engine testing to determine
performance, fuel economy, particulate formation, and chemical emissions for heavy-duty
vehicles such as busses, tractor trailers, and large passenger vehicles, using representative and
real-world driving situations.
In order to instrument both the vehicle on the chassis dynamometer and a vehicle in the
field, the following equipment was needed: Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC)
Radios, Global Positioning System (GPS) units, a digital wireless torque transducer, and a strain
gauge with wireless telemetry. A running truck with a 15 liter Cummins diesel engine was also
donated by the Volvo Corporation for this project.
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In order to design the entire engine dynamometer from end to end, SolidWorks 3D
Computer Aided Design (CAD) models were made that outlined the entire layout of the mule
vehicle, discussed in much greater depth in Chapter 4. The aforementioned GPS systems and
DSRC Radios, along with their necessary peripherals, were then set up to send and receive
signals from the facility housing the engine dynamometer, where the Data Acquisition (DAQ)
system is located, to the test vehicle that will be driven around adjacent the test track.
To measure engine performance on the dynamometer, the team purchased an advanced
torque-transducer integrated with a speed sensor. To incorporate the torque transducer between
the engine and the transmission of the vehicle, adapters were designed in SolidWorks and then
fabricated by a local machining shop. The design considerations and constraints related to this
transducer installation are also discussed in Chapter 4. To ensure the purchased torque transducer
was calibrated properly, a test stand was made to check its accuracy, discussed in detail in
Chapter 5. Although not within the bounds of this thesis, the final step will be to install and test
all of the components on the test vehicle as well as the chassis dynamometer and begin testing.

1.3 Outline of Thesis
The thesis begins with an analysis in Chapter 2 of relevant published research in order to
compare it to the work we are performing, to identify concepts that have already been proven
and tested, and to show the novel concepts being introduced. Following this literature review, the
physical constraints that govern the design of the dynamometer are discussed in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 discusses how these constraints impact the overall design, resulting in design choices
being modeled using SolidWorks. Chapter 5 then discusses the method used to check the
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calibration of the torque sensor. The last chapter presents conclusions on the project and
recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
There is a wide range of literature available on vehicle powertrain testing using
engine dynamometers, so this chapter specifically focuses on engine HIL (Hardware-in-theLoop) integration within a larger connected-vehicle testing program. Engine dynamometers are
currently the primary method of performing engine testing for all types of engines such as spark
ignition, diesel, and hybrids. By year 2025, passenger cars and light-duty trucks are targeted to
emit only 163 g CO2e/mi and must be able to produce a combined 48.7 mpg, as set by CAFE
(Corporate Average Fuel Economy) (Federal Vehicle Standards). Due to these tight fuel
economy and emission standards that will be implemented in the near future, there has been a
great deal of research conducted for advanced engine dynamometers that focus on repeatability
and accuracy. The following literature review is organized into three sections: 1) comparable
research; 2) results from pre-programmed drive cycles compared to real-world values; and 3)
potential future research.

2.1 Comparable Research
Guy Babbit and John J. Moskwa conducted applicable research related to advanced
engine dynamometers the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1999. Although technology in the
automobile industry becomes quickly outdated, the work done by this group was very advanced
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for 17 years ago and should still be considered. The work they conducted involved implementing
and testing for a transient engine dynamometer and hardware in the loop vehicle model.

Figure 2: Hydrostatic transient engine dynamometer system (Babbitt & Moskwa, 1999)

A hydrostatic engine dynamometer with a bent axis 9-piston hydrostatic pump was chosen for
their research. They designed the engine dyno in this manner because the use of high-pressure
hydraulic fluid as a load means there is low electromagnetic interference which is advantageous
with low voltage and current sensors that may be on the engine, and because hydrostatic systems
are relatively inexpensive. (Babbitt & Moskwa, 1999). Furthermore, this transient system
provided a much higher mechanical and hydraulic stiffness than does other systems. A high
hydraulic stiffness is necessary because it gives the ability to alter the pressure across the loading
pump/motor at high frequencies. A high mechanical stiffness is desired "for good transient
operation, to be able to accurately measure applied torques, and to successfully integrate the HIL
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system equations and hardware". (Babbitt & Moskwa, 1999). To increase the stiffness of the
system a suitable torque transducer was acquired and they designed and fabricated a new shaft.
Figure 2 displays how the transient engine dynamometer was set up. The HIL setup involved the
torque converter, automatic transmission, flexible drive shafts, differential, and the vehicle
chassis to be replaced with models consisting of dynamic equations. Additionally, "road loads,
such as from aerodynamics and varying grades, are also superimposed on the drive train loads to
provide a virtual load environment for the engine." (Babbitt & Moskwa, 1999).

Figure 3: HIL Topology (Babbitt & Moskwa, 1999)

Figure 3 illustrates the configuration that was chosen for the HIL model. "This configuration
requires that the dynamometer be run in a torque control mode with the torque being calculated
in real time by the HIL models" (Babbitt & Moskwa, 1999). The results produced from this
state-of-the-art system (at the time) were beneficial to the industry due to their repeatability, but
the researchers planned on refining and improving upon their design by making the system more
compact, removing the torque reaction tube to increase mechanical stiffness, and pushing the
limits of system bandwidth capabilities.
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2.2 Pre-Programmed Drive Cycles vs. Real-World Values
As mentioned in the introduction of this literature review, emission standards are
becoming tighter and therefore it would be beneficial to see how emissions measured a chassis
dynamometer compare to real life conditions. In 2006, research was conducted by Luc Pelkmans
and Patrick Debal as a part of the DECADE project under the 5th Framework Programme of the
European Commission. The goal of the DECADE project was to develop a method for predicting
fuel consumption and regulated vehicle exhaust emissions during dynamic engine behavior.
Pelman and Debal developed a software package that was able to predict fuel economy numbers
and emissions for a given distance-speed profile (Pelkmans & Debal, 2006). However, since they
used the European Drive Cycle (EDC), there are a few discrepancies in their data. The EDC
drive cycle uses a very smooth acceleration profile that produces a low relative positive
acceleration value. As a result, the load on the vehicle is underestimated compared to that of real
traffic. This leads to skewed fuel economy numbers. Additionally, the engine only needs to use a
very small range of its operating range, which encourages automobile manufacturers to optimize
emissions in those particular operating zones at the sacrifice of other real-world operating
conditions (Pelkmans & Debal, 2006). One can predict that the results of this project would not
produce very comparable results between certified emissions on a dyno, versus real-world
driving. And indeed, the emissions and fuel economy numbers measured in the EDC were very
different from real-world values, mainly due to how smooth the EDC cycle operates at. This is
just one of many studies that has shown that pre-programmed drive cycles are not very reliable
for providing accurate results, and actually give some European automobile manufacturers a
loophole for passing their emissions standards. One of the main reasons this prior research is to
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motivate the development of new testing capabilities to provide results that replicate real-world
values.

2.3 Potential Future Research
Hybrid vehicles are slowly becoming a large part of the automobile industry and with that
in mind, they also need a reliable way to test for fuel economy and emissions.

Figure 4: Layout of SHEV

The study performed by researchers at the Aalto University School of Science and Technology in
Espoo, Finland led by Ari Hentunen designed a HIL verification environment for a Series Hybrid
Electric Vehicle (SHEV). The overall layout of the system is fairly simple and is illustrated in
Figure 4. The main components of this layout are the internal combustion engine (ICE), and the
battery, which supplies the power for the electric motor (denoted as "M" in the SHEV layout).
Although their research focused on heavy duty vehicles, a similar layout could be used for
lighter-duty vehicles, with the components scaled down. Similar to the research conducted by
Pelkmans and Debal, there are some components of the system that are modeled by dynamic
equations. In this case, the HIL environment consists of a DC power supply, an ultra-capacitor
Stack, a DC-DC converter, an inverter, and the electric motor. The load torque, which replicates
the torque needed to accelerate or decelerate the simulated moment of inertia of a real vehicle,
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consists of a dynamometer (Hentunen, Suomela, Leivo, Liukkonon, & Sainio, 2010). The
environment presented by Hentunen’s team is very useful "to measure the efficiencies of PEC's,
EM's and hydraulic pumps, to characterize devices and validate plant models, to make
experimental HIL simulations to verify and validate HEV control algorithms, to provide load
cycles for energy storage testing, and to provide high and controllable electric power for various
other research equipment" (Hentunen, Suomela, Leivo, Liukkonon, & Sainio, 2010). Hentunen’s
work does not give any information on how the HIL system compares to real-world values, but it
is a good example of a HIL dyno system for hybrid vehicles.

2.4 Summary
It is evident that emissions and fuel economy values that come from traditional engine
dynamometers running prescribed drive cycles are not very realistic compared to the results that
arise from real-world conditions. For this reason, the research summarized in the chapters to
follow highlights the methodology of this thesis to simulate real-world conditions through
connected vehicle technologies, specifically the use of DSRC radios and GPS systems in a HIL
system. This is a unique method of attaining accurate results in drive cycles generated for real
vehicle on Penn State’s test track, measured from an operating in-vehicle engine in real-time. In
addition to measuring emissions and fuel economy numbers, two torque sensors will be utilized
to measure engine torque output and losses through the transmission. The literature shows that
the use of a chassis dynamometer and data from a vehicle in the field is a novel approach to an
engine-in-the-loop HIL system.
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Chapter 3
Physical Constraints
It is a rare occurrence that a project, especially one in the engineering field, can be
completed without any constrictions on how the various components come together. This project
is no exception as it involved numerous variables, many of which were not known at the start,
but all of them defined the design boundaries and how the entire engine dynamometer would
become operational.

3.1 Chassis Dynamometer Max Input
The very first thing considered for this project was the chassis dynamometer's max power
input as the limitation for the vehicle powertrain used. The maximum horsepower (HP) allowed
for the chassis dynamometer is 400 HP based on the manufacturer limitations for the physical
chassis rollers themselves. This recommended power restriction limits the speed and load for
dynamometer operation. The chassis dynamometer utilizes the chassis and engine of a donated
truck as the skeleton of the dynamometer’s construction. The details regarding the truck are
discussed next in section 3.2.
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3.2 Truck Dimensions
There were many criteria that limited or specified the size and power of the truck of this
study. As mentioned in section 3.1, there is a horsepower limit for the chassis dynamometer.
Therefore, one limiting factor was acquiring a truck with an engine power output equal to or
under approximately 400 HP, which is the limit of the roller dyno that the engine will power.

Figure 5: Left Bay of Blue Garage

Secondly, since this truck will be stationed at more than one location throughout its life, the size
of the chassis is limited as well. It needs to be able to fit in the garages at each location so as to
protect the metal and other components from harsh weather conditions, all year long. Other than
at the test track, the mule chassis may be stored at the Blue Garage, which is used by many
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faculty and students at Penn State. The garage consists of two bays with identical overall areas.
The dimensions of the left bay is shown in Figure 5. The left bay consists of a 4-post jack stand
which limits the usable space, but the other bay is mainly open space and would be the logical
storage location at this garage. Another location the truck may be stored is at partner facilities,
such as Volvo, but with those much larger operating spaces storage is not a concern. To avoid
any confusion, the reason this truck will be stored at outside facilities is so that an engine swap
can be done to perform testing on various engine configurations. Once the engine swap is
complete, the truck can be taken back to the test track to perform tests, where it will be located
for the majority of the time.
Upon looking for a truck, many options were considered, but in the end, a fully-running
truck was donated by Volvo, shown in Figure 6. The truck came equipped with a Cummins 15L
ISX 400 ST engine. Although the power output of this engine is right on the brink of the
allowable power input of the chassis dynamometer, it can be controlled to remain within the
appropriate limits. In this capacity, the truck will never be loaded to 400 HP, as a means to
prevent the chassis dynamometer from undergoing any sort of damage. Regarding the truck’s
dimensions, the overall length of the truck chassis is 314 inches (26 feet and 2 inches) and is 34
inches (2 feet and 10 inches) wide. Solely considering length and width, the truck is within the
dimensions of the bay of the Blue Garage. However, the height of the cab on the truck protrudes
too far and will force the removal of the cab, for the truck to fit inside the bay. The truck chassis
and drivetrain are in near-new condition and will be more than capable of remaining reliable for
the lifespan of the engine dynamometer.
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z
Figure 6: Volvo Truck

3.3 Torque Transducer Selection
By examining the torque measurement requirements established by the project proposal,
a wireless digital torque transducer was researched. Referring back to Figure 1, a wireless torque
transducer was chosen to simplify the networking between all of the components. Since the
largest type of engine this project will be capable of testing will be from a heavy-duty truck, the
torque sensor selected needed to be one capable of handling the torque produced from those
vehicles. Furthermore, the transducer selection must consider torque spikes that can occur during
testing, such as during downshifting. With this in mind, an Interface high-resolution digital
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transducer (HRDT) torque sensor with an upper limit of 5000 N-m was chosen to measure the
engine output. The schematic showing the dimensions of the torque sensor is shown in Appendix
A and the data sheet regarding all of the other specifications of the selected torque sensor is in
Appendix B.

3.4 Flywheel Size and Bolt Pattern
Upon looking at the flywheel SolidWorks model provided by Cummins, mounting
adaptors were designed to mount the torque sensor to both the engine and transmission within
the vehicle powertrain. The initial expectation was that the radius of flywheel bolt pattern would
be larger than that of the bolt pattern of the torque sensor. This would have made the adapter
plates easier to manufacture and the overall length of the torque sensor and adapter assembly
shorter. Instead, the bolt pattern was slightly smaller than that of the torque sensor, and the two
patterns overlapped each other slightly. This complicated the design and forced the torque sensor
and adapter assembly to be longer than was originally expected. The schematics outlining the
dimensions of the flywheel can be found in the Appendix A.

3.5 Reasons for Multiple Adapter Plates
Due to the slight complication of the flywheel bolt pattern being smaller than the torque
transducer bolt pattern, a more complex adapter assembly needed to be designed than the one
that was originally planned. In order to accommodate the torque sensor between the engine and
the flywheel, multiple adapter plates were needed. One adapter plate was attached to the engine.
Another was attached to the engine side of the torque transducer. Between these two adapters, a
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spacer plate is needed to allow room for bolts. On the transmission side of the torque sensor, a
single adapter plate connects the transmission side of the torque sensor to the flywheel. The
design for the entire assembly is shown in Chapter 4. After multiple considerations, this design
was the most space-efficient, while maintaining a rigid connection between all components.

3.6 DSRC Radios and GPS Selection
Similar to the determination of the proper torque sensor, the necessary requirement for
GPS systems were identified from the project proposal and the Hemisphere A325 system was
chosen. The same system has been used for other projects throughout the group and it has
functioned flawlessly, which is the reason the A325 system was selected for our purpose.
The selection of DSRC radios were left open to the group and the reasons for selecting
the system used are now going to be discussed. There were some criteria that were important,
such as the number of ports supported, memory, storage, bandwidth, and latency. The three main
competitors that were considered were Savari, Arada, and Cohda Wireless. Roadside and OnBoard Units needed to be purchased, so the easiest way to determine the best option was by
creating a table that showed the differences between all of the options between the three
companies. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarize the resulting information.
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Table 1: Road-Side Units Comparison Table

Table 2: On-Board Units Comparison Table
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Although it is indicated that Savari makes the best product for Roadside Units, cost was
not considered in these tables, and after looking at the allotted budget, Savari’s costs were
beyond the amount budgeted for DSRC radios. Arada was the next best system, for both
Roadside and On-Board Units, and after getting a quote, the entire system was the one that was
best suited for our applications, considering cost and functionality.
All of these constraints defined the design for this project. While some of them made it
more complex and others did not really make much of a change, all of them needed to be met for
the engine dynamometer to produce the desired capability.
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Chapter 4
SolidWorks Designs
The mechanical portion of this project involved a significant amount of modeling through
SolidWorks so that the necessary adapters could be fabricated and layouts of the entire engine
dynamometer could be visually inspected prior to manufacture. The adapters created for the
torque transducer will be the first focus of discussion, before moving on to the design of the
overall assembly.

4.1 Torque Transducer Adapter Plates
As mentioned in the previous chapter, there was a bit of a difficulty in the design of the
adapter plates due to the bolt pattern radiuses of the flywheel and torque transducer. Interface,
the company that manufactured the torque transducer also had options for coupling the torque
transducer to an engine crankshaft and the design aspects in some of their products served as
motivation for the design of the adapters. The design of all of the adapters are shown in Figures
7- 17. Three adapter plates were needed to attach the engine side of the torque sensor rotor to the
engine. The adapter plate that mounts directly to the engine is called the crankshaft-to-spacer
adapter. Then, the adapter that connects to the crankshaft-to-spacer adapter is the spacer plate.
Attached to the spacer plate is the spacer-plate-to-speed sensor adapter. The other end of this
adapter is mounted against the speed sensor of the torque transducer, but it also attaches to the
torque transducer rotor. The holes of the speed sensor and rotor have hole patterns that lie
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directly over top of each which allows this to happen. The purpose of the spacer plate is to allow
room for the heads of the bolts that will be used to connect the adapters to the engine and the
rotor.
The other end of the torque rotor consists of just one adapter. This adapter is called the
rotor-to-flywheel adapter and it connects the transmission side of the rotor to the flywheel. There
will be a new hole pattern drilled into the flywheel to allow for this rotor to be mounted. To align
the adapter perfectly to the flywheel, a small shaft was designed that fits into the center of the
flywheel. The reason for the shaft is solely for alignment purposes. Figure 10 illustrates the
concept of adapter assembly. The overall distance that is added between the backside of the
engine and the front of the flywheel is approximately 7.04 inches. This distance was the shortest
allowed by the bolt pattern design constraints. In the next section, the assembly of key portions
of the truck will be explained.
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Figure 7: Assembly of Adapters, Torque Sensor, and Flywheel

Figure 8: Alternate view of assembly of adapters, torque sensor, and flywheel
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Figure 9: Exploded View of Assembly

Figure 10: Exploded view of assembly with labels
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Figure 11: Crankshaft to Spacer Plate Adapter and Spacer Plate

Figure 12: Spacer Plate to Speed Sensor Adapter and Speed Sensor
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Figure 13: Torque Sensor Rotor and Torque Sensor to Flywheel Adapter

Figure 14: Drawing of Crankshaft to Space Adapter
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Figure 15: Drawing of Spacer Plate

Figure 16: Drawing of Spacer to Speed Sensor Adapter
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Figure 17: Rotor to Flywheel Adapter

4.2 Overall Assembly
After Volvo delivered the truck, measurements of the chassis and wheelbase were taken
so that the skeleton of the truck could be modeled in SolidWorks. Measurements of the engine
were initially taken for modeling, but were replaced by a full SolidWorks model provided by
Cummins. Both of these were important to model because it defined the overall powertrain
length after the torque transducer was installed. In the model of the chassis, a flat workstation
attachment was included, which will facilitate the attachment of a computer and DAQ system
directly to the chassis. In addition, a hitch to the front of the chassis was modeled in order to
facilitate the tow-away usability of the dynamometer. Models of the chassis and the engine are
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shown below in Figure 18 and Figure 19. The model of the entire assembly: the chassis, engine,
and torque transducer assembly is highlighted in Figure 20.

Figure 18: Chassis Model

Figure 19: Engine Model
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The first set of will show the entire truck as if all of the components have been installed
between the engine and flywheel and the second set of figures will show the assembly with the
torque transducer assembly displayed in an exploded view. The exploded view will help identify
where all of the components of the torque transducer assembly are located in reference to the
engine and the flywheel.

Figure 20: Top View of Engine Dynamometer Assembly
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Figure 21: Isometric View of Engine Dynamometer Assembly

Figure 22: Top View of Engine Dynamometer Assembly with Exploded Torque Transducer Assembly
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Figure 23: Isometric View of Engine Dynamometer Assembly with Exploded Torque Transducer Assembly

These models are crucial to this project because they assist in the layout of all the
components when the time for installation comes. It also makes the job much simpler for the
mechanic who has to move the transmission back and install the torque transducer assembly. In
the next chapter the method used to ensure the torque sensor was calibrated properly will be
discussed in detail.
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Chapter 5
Torque Sensor Calibration
A calibration of the torque transducer was necessary in order to prove the accuracy of the torque
transducer claimed by the manufacturer. To perform the calibration, a test stand was built using common
materials and a simple pulley mechanism. The build and testing procedures used to conduct the
calibration are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

5.1 Test Stand Build
The transducer will be mounted vertically on the engine and because of this the initial
plan was to perform the calibration test while it was oriented in the vertical position. In order to
test the transducer in a vertical position, however, a complex test stand was necessary. The rotor
module of the torque transducer is strain gage based with an inductive power loop and on-board
2.4 GHz radio transceiver for data transfer. The stator module of the torque transducer supplies
inductive power to the rotor module and houses a 2.4 GHz radio transceiver for communication
with the rotor. Digital readouts for speed and torque are displayed on the output and control
module, which is connected to the stator module by a 5m cable. The communication between the
rotor module and stator module is not orientation-based, and therefore it was clear that the
orientation of the sensor would not affect the results of the calibration test. Torque can be
measured as long as the stator arm is concentric with the rotor and within the indicated range.
With this in mind, the torque transducer was tested horizontally, and the test stand is shown in
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Figures 24 and 25. The calibration test is for measuring static torque, and because of that, the
rotor is bolted to the base of the test stand to restrict any movement. The rotor arm is bolted to
the sidewall of the test stand and is concentric to the rotor. Furthermore, the gap between the
rotor and stator arm must be under 2.4 mm (0.9 inches) to provide the most accurate torque
measurement, and the gap in the test stand is less than 2 mm. The force was

Figure 24: Torque Transducer Calibration Test Stand

applied tangentially at the bottom most through hole of the rotor, as indicated by the red circle
and red arrow in Figure 24. When the rotor is loaded with a force being applied in the clock-wise
direction, with Figure 24 as a top view reference, a positive torque value is produced. The pulley
is aligned in conjunction with the direction of the force, and is located at the edge of the base so
that the weights are allowed to hang off the edge. Section 5.2 discusses testing procedures and
the accuracy of the torque transducer when compared to theoretical values.
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Figure 25: Torque Transducer Calibration Test Stand

5.2 Test and Results
In addition to the test stand, three more components are required to measure the torque
output: a DAQ system connected to the stator arm to display a real-time torque readout, highstrength rope, and masses create a tension force in the rope attached to the rotor. Since the
masses have a tendency to be slightly less than indicated, each mass was weighed prior to
testing, to ensure correct theoretical values were calculated. To ensure the masses would not
misalign or move the test stand, three clamps were used to fasten the stand to the surface. In
Figure 26, the three red arrows indicate the locations of the C-Clamps. The rope was then tied
around the hole indicated in Figure 24, led over the pulley, and weights were hung off the other
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end of the rope. Figure 27 shows the rope tied around the through hole of the torque rotor, and
Figure 28 shows how the weights were hung off the pulley.

Figure 26: Calibration Test Stand Fastened to Surface with C-Clamps

A Simulink Real-Time unit, a specialized hardware/software system using embedded
MATLAB software, recorded the torque measurements. Initially, the outputs given by Simulink
were very unstable, so filters were applied to narrow down the frequencies shown. The applied
filters greatly assisted in displaying a more consistent torque value.
Three combinations of weights were used to test the transducer. The equation for torque
is shown in equation 1:
(eq. 1)

The distance used as the torque arm was the radius of the torque rotor that will have a force
acting on it, which was 0.0777 m. (3.06 in.).
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Figure 27: Calibration Test Stand Set-Up

Figure 28: Alternate View of Calibration Test Stand Set-Up

The first mass tested had a weight of 4.54 kg (10 lb.). Theoretically the torque produced
from this weight should be:
(eq. 2)

The torque measured from the transducer fluctuated from approximately 3.2 Nm to 3.3 Nm, even
though filters were used. This results in a percent error range of 4.85% - 7.51%. This device is
capable of measuring up to 5000 Nm of torque, so it is expected if the low-range of torque is not
very accurate.
The next weight tested was 31.3 kg. (69 lb.). The same torque arm distance was used, and
performing the same calculations, the theoretical torque should be 23.9 Nm. Although the torque
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measured by the transducer was fluctuating like before, the reading settled at 23.4 Nm, which
results in a percent error of 2.10%.

Figure 29: Calibration Test Stand with Mass Added

The last weight used was 35.8 kg. (79 lb.), which should produce a theoretical torque of
27.3 Nm. The measured torque value was 26.8Nm, which gives a percent error of 1.83%.
The theoretical values listed above were from free-body-diagram approximations to the
system, but were not taking into consideration the friction generated between the rope and the
pulley as well as the mass of the rope. This was assumed to explain the difference between the
theoretical and experimental values. Even though those two factors are not calculated in the
theoretical values, the transducer is producing results that are increasingly accurate as more mass
is used.
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The calibration test performed shows that the torque sensor has come properly calibrated
from the manufacturer. Now that we have confirmed the accuracy of the torque transducer, it can
be used with confidence to measure the torque output from the Cummins engine.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions
This thesis has outlined how all of the components of the tow-away engine dynamometer
will come together. This has been done mainly through CAD designs along with hands-on
testing of equipment.
Once the project is finished, the capability to test multiple engine sizes will be available.
The remaining work is the setup of the DSRC Radios and GPS units, and the integration of the
torque transducer to the Cummins engine. The only components that will require careful testing
are the adapters to attach the torque sensor to the new engine and its flywheel, as well as mounts
to integrate the new platform into the vehicle platform. The templates for these adapters were
discussed in Chapter 4, so they will just need to be modified to replicate the bolt pattern on the
crankshaft and flywheel of the new engine.
There are some drawbacks to this design, when compared to expensive full-scale engine
dynamometers. For example, Bosch currently uses an engine dynamometer made by AVL and it
is equipped with a “Quick-Change System” (Bosch Engineering , 2012 )that allows engines to be
interchanged in 30 minutes. While our engine swap may not be a quick-change system, it allows
for full power train testing over a wide range of engine sizes. Additionally, most full-scale
systems often aim to test engine transients that happen in very short periods of time, such as
Horiba’s Titan-D engine dynamometer (HORIBA , 2016 ), as opposed to steady-state operation.
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The only transient testing we will be able to perform is in relation to emissions testing, but since
modern hybrid vehicles seek to minimize engine transients, this dynamometer will be well-suited
for performing tests on hybrid powertrains. Although this system may not compete with the
overly expensive and complex dynamometer systems, it will have engines operating with
generated cycles and theses cycles will be sent to the engine in real time. This is a feature that
even the most expensive engine dynamometers are not capable of doing.

6.2 Future Work
The main work remaining includes the construction of the engine dynamometer, which
will lead to the research implementations that are the focus of this project. This construction
work includes stripping the truck down to just the chassis, adding engine mounts along the
chassis to make the chassis capable of stationing various engine sizes, and instrumenting the
chassis so that it is able to output torque values and communicate with the test vehicle. Upon
finishing the construction of the mule chassis dynamometer, it will be capable of communicating
to the test vehicle via GPS and DSRC radios. This will allow for the engine conditions of the test
vehicle being driven around the track, to be mirrored onto the engine loaded on the mule chassis.
The second torque sensor will be installed on the driveshaft of the powertrain and the accuracy of
that torque sensor will be compared to the engine mounted torque sensor. In addition, dual torque
sensors give the capability to identify losses through the transmission by measuring the input
power versus output power difference at either end of the transmission. When the construction of
this system is finished, it will be an instrument capable of performing engine tests in a novel
way. This tow-away dynamometer will be capable of testing the performance of advanced
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engines, engine control systems, emissions reduction systems, hybrid vehicle power trains, and
many other future automotive research projects pursued by Penn State. These new research
opportunities could branch to areas such as including fundamental engine modeling, powertrain
efficiency analysis, engine control, engine hybridization, Vehicle-to-Grid power systems
management, Vehicle-to-Infrastructure emissions, and fuel consumption optimization.
Additionally, with the Department of Transportation is allocating $10 million dollars of funds
towards research in vehicle connectivity within the past few months. By having one of the only
infrastructure-connected engine test systems among U.S. universities, Penn State has the
potential to lead research nationally powertrain research on connected vehicles.
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Appendix A
Schematics

Figure 30: Flywheel Schematic (1)
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Figure 31: Flywheel Schematic (2)
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Figure 32: Interface Torque Sensor Schematic (refer to data for 5K N-m capacity)
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Appendix B
Data Sheets

Figure 33: Arada LocoMate ASD On-Board DSRC Radio Data Sheet
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Figure 34: Arada LocoMate ASD On-Board DSRC Radio Data Sheet
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Figure 35: Arada LocoMate ASD On-Board DSRC Radio Data Sheet
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Figure 36: Arada LocoMate ASD Road-Side DSRC Radio Data Sheet
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Figure 37: Arada LocoMate ASD Road-Side DSRC Radio Data Sheet
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Figure 38: Arada LocoMate ASD Road-Side DSRC Radio Data Sheet
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Figure 39: Hemisphere A325 GPS Data Sheet
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Figure 40: Interface HRDT Torque Transducer Data Sheet
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